Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Witchcraft, Pharmaceutical, Pharmacy, Pharmacist & the Roots of Modern Day Drug Industry

Sermon Overview: Pharmakeia is a form of the Greek root word from which we get our English words: Pharmacy, Pharmacist, and Pharmaceutical. In the Bible, pharmakeia carried with it the idea of sorcery, occultism, and black magic. It is in this sense that Paul used the term in Galatians 5.20 as the word "witchcraft". In Rev. 9:21 & 18:23 it is translated "sorceries". Do you find it rather disturbing that approximately 60% of the population is taking at least one pharmaceutical drug every day? Some are taking up to fifteen and twenty! We are told that we are living during a time of the greatest medical breakthroughs in the history of the world yet, over one hundred million Americans suffer from various health problems. Why has such a large majority of the world become dependent on pharmaceutical drugs? Perhaps you're one of the hundreds of millions around the world that's ingesting a daily dose of pharmaceutical medicine? Is it possible that the pharmaceutical/medical cartel has "disease treatment" and not "disease cure" in mind? The most powerful German economic corporate emporium in the first half of this century was known as IG Farben, and was nothing more than a powerful cartel of BASF, Bayer, Hoechst, and other German chemical and pharmaceutical companies. IG Farben was the single largest donor to the election campaign of Adolph Hitler & the beginning of the modern day pharmaceutical industry. Zyklon-B, an extermination gas produced by Hoechst, was used to kill millions of innocent people, before their corpses were burnt. The U.S. government's investigation of all the factors leading to the Second World War in 1946 came to the conclusion that without IG Farben the Second World War would simply not have been possible. Economic greed by companies like Bayer, BASF and Hoechst was the key factor in bringing about the Holocaust.
THE TRUE MEANING OF THE WORDS
"PHARMACY", "PHARMACIST" & "PHARMACEUTICAL"

Pharmakeia (sorcery) is a form of the Greek root from which we get our English words pharmacy, pharmacist, and pharmaceutical. In the New Testament, pharmakeia carried with it the idea of sorcery, occultism, and black magic. It is in this sense that Paul used the term in Galatians 5.20 as the word “witchcraft”

Gal 5:20   Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies,

Strong’s Definition 5331 pharmakeia (far-mak-i'-ah);
1) the use or the administering of drugs
2) poisoning
3) sorcery, magical arts, often found in connection with idolatry and fostered by it
4) metaph. the deceptions and seductions of idolatry

Vines Expository Dictionary: Sorcery: (Eng., "pharmacy," etc.) primarily signified "the use of medicine, drugs, spells;" then, "poisoning;" then, "sorcery," Gal 5:20, RV, "sorcery" (AV, "witchcraft"), mentioned as one of "the works of the flesh." See also Rev 9:21; 18:23. In the Sept., Exd 7:11, 22; 8:7, 18; Isa 47:9, 12. In "sorcery," the use of drugs, whether simple or potent, was generally accompanied by incantations and appeals to occult powers, with the provision of various charms, amulets, etc., professedly designed to keep the applicant or patient from the attention and power of demons, but actually to impress the applicant with the mysterious resources and powers of the sorcerer.

“Pharmakeia” is also used as the word Sorcery in the verse:

Act 8:9   But there was a certain man, called Simon, which beforetime in the same city used sorcery, and bewitched the people of Samaria, giving out that himself was some great one:

Rev 9:21   Neither repented they of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their fornication, nor of their thefts.

Rev 18:23   And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.

Exd    Then Pharaoh also called the wise men and the sorcerers: now the magicians of Egypt, they
also did in like manner with their enchantments. For they cast down every man his rod, and they became serpents: but Aaron's rod swallowed up their rods.

Beware of the Sorcerer's Medicine
CRUSADOR MAGAZINE by Greg Ciola

Do you find it rather disturbing that approximately 60% of the population is taking at least one pharmaceutical drug every day? Some are taking up to fifteen and twenty! We are told that we are living during a time of the greatest medical breakthroughs in the history of the world yet, over one hundred million Americans suffer from various health problems. Why has such a large majority of the world become dependent on pharmaceutical drugs? If medical science was cracked up to be what it claims, we should be witnessing medical cures on an unprecedented level. Perhaps you’re one of the hundreds of millions around the world that’s ingesting a daily dose of pharmaceutical medicine? Is it possible that the pharmaceutical/medical cartel has "disease treatment" and not "disease cure" in mind?

In this groundbreaking article I am going to peel the veneer of lies away from this subject and attempt to expose the pharmaceutical industry for what it really is. This is one of the largest industries in the world with annual sales in the hundreds of billions of dollars. The sad part is that it has been built on the backs of people who are sick, diseased and dying. In this greedy, power driven world eradicating disease is not on the list of priorities with the medical establishment. Control of disease is. That's why we have a branch of government called The Center For Disease Control. Notice that it wasn't named The Center For Disease Cure. Where would all these multinational corporations turn to replace their soaring profits if diseases were being cured? How do you think the international stock markets would react if these companies suddenly saw their sales plummet because people no longer required expensive drugs that are driving many to complete poverty?

If pharmaceutical drugs were truly the answer to our medical maladies, where are the success stories? Sure the media and the medical establishment can zero in on a few remarkable cases. The charade wouldn't work if they didn't have that. But in the big picture, modern medicine has been a complete failure. Instead of all the wonderful success stories, we hear more horror stories of medical malpractice, overdosing, terrible side effects and in some cases even death, than the media would like you to know about. Just take a walk into any hospital or nursing home and see for yourself what this "so-called" medical panacea has done. Many of the people in these institutions are like zombies because they are being pumped full of powerful drugs. After visiting one of these establishments you'll probably question whether these great promises that are held out to the world are really true. Is this what we in the West call medical advancement? Modern medicine is ruining more lives than it claims to be helping and it has turned countless numbers of people into pharmaceutical junkies.
Is it possible that there is a darker side to pharmaceutical medicine? Could it be that the pharmaceutical industry represents an ancient priesthood that practices sorcery and witchcraft on an unwitting populace? In search of these answers I spent countless hours doing painstaking research to get to the bottom of this. What I discovered was truly amazing. The evidence is there for all who are searching for the truth. The fact that you are a subscriber to this newsletter proves that you are interested in learning more than what the orthodox press is telling you.

The first place I began to search for my answers was the Bible. As a Bible student, I felt that there must be a deeper message relating to this subject. Some of the most shocking and convincing evidence that unlocked what I was looking for came from two key words, Sorcery and Witchcraft. In the eighteenth chapter of the book of Revelation for instance, it deals with the whore of Babylon and her eventual destruction. Verse 23 is what really caught my attention: "For by thy sorceries were all nations deceived." I thought to myself, that's a pretty interesting statement. What is this passage trying to say?

I then took out my Strong's Concordance and looked up the derivation of the word sorcery. I practically fell off my chair when I found out that it comes from the Greek word Pharmakeia. The definition the concordance gives for this word is medication, magic, sorcery, witchcraft. The very next word in the Greek is Pharmakeus derived from Pharmakon. This word means (a drug, i.e. spell-giving potion); a druggist ("pharmacist") or poisoner, i.e. a magician: sorcerer.

I couldn't believe my eyes. The English words pharmaceutical and pharmacy are both derived from these ancient Greek words. Here is one of the largest industries in the world and the very name of the industry is derived from words that mean sorcery, magic, witchcraft, spell-giving potion and poisoner. Don't you find that astounding? Once I had this key, all of the other pieces of the biblical puzzle began to fall into place.

Continuing on, I read the very next verse in Revelation and my understanding of these scriptures took on a whole new meaning now that I knew the correct interpretation of the word sorcery.

"And in her (mystery Babylon) was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon earth." (Rev. 18:24)

So in full context this passage is saying: "For by thy sorceries were all nations deceived. And in her was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon earth."

Is there a connection to these slain and the sorceries (pharmaceuticals) of the whore of Babylon? Could these passages be God's way of warning His people of the potential dangers of pharmaceutical medicine? The Bible warns us to be watchful because Satan comes disguised as an angel of light. Is it possible that pharmaceutical medicine has been disguised as a great benefit and blessing to mankind when in reality it may be a poisonous spell-giving potion that has the potential to be harmful and in some cases, even fatal? If the Bible is true then you would have to draw no other conclusion. God will see to it that the truth comes out and that this "whore of Babylon" who is destroying His people and deceiving the world with her medicines will be punished.

"Babylon is suddenly fallen and destroyed: howl for her; take balm for her pain, if so she may be healed. We would have healed Babylon, but she is not healed: forsake her, and let us go every one into his own country: for her judgment reacheth unto heaven, and is lifted up even to the skies." (Jeremiah 51:8-9)

The great prophetic book of Isaiah also deals with this great whore of Babylon and the judgment coming upon her. The key words in the following passage are sorceries and enchantments.
"Sit thou silent, and get thee into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans (Babylon): for thou shalt no more be called, The lady of kingdoms. Therefore hear now this, thou that art given to pleasures, that dwellest carelessly, that sayest in thine heart, I am, and none else beside me; I shall not sit as a widow, neither shall I know the loss of children: But these two things shall come to thee in a moment in one day, the loss of children, and widowhood: they shall come upon thee in their perfection for the multitude of thy sorceries (pharmaceuticals), and for the great abundance of thine enchantments (drugs). (Isaiah 47:5, 8, 9)

In the prophetic book of Nahum we read of God's impending judgment on another woman symbolically referred to as the city of Nineveh. Look at how the following passages from Nahum correspond to the preceding scriptures. Notice again the word witchcraft.

"Woe to the bloody city! It is full of lies and robbery; the prey departeth notåá Because of the multitude of the whoredoms of the well- favored harlot, the mistress of witchcraft (pharmaceuticals), that selleth nations through her whoredoms, and families through her witchcraft (pharmaceuticals). Behold, I am against thee, saith the LORD of hosts; and I will discover thy skirts upon the face, and I will show the nations thy nakedness, and the kingdoms thy shame." (Nahum 3:1, 4, 5)

The most wicked king that ever reigned over the House of David mentioned in the Bible was Manasseh. He led the children of Israel astray and provoked the LORD to anger. The following text says that he too, also used enchantments and witchcraft.

"And he (Manasseh) caused his children to pass through the fire in the valley of the son of Hinnom: also he observed times (astrology), and used enchantments (drugs), and used witchcraft (pharmaceuticals), and dealt with a familiar spirit, and with wizards: he wrought much evil in the sight of the LORD, to provoke him to anger." (II Chronicles 33:6)

All throughout history medicine and mind-altering drugs have been an integral part of black magic, witchcraft and sorcery. Apparently through drugs and medicine the mind and body can be opened up to demonic influence and even possession. There is a whole spiritual world around us that we are not able to see. Under the right spells cast by witches, magicians and sorcerers with the use of drugs, the wall of division between these two dimensions can be broken down. Does this explain why such a large majority of elderly people on high doses of pharmaceutical medication claim to be seeing things and hearing voices? As the world continues to slide quickly downhill to a more decadent and evil state, one wonders if the massive increase in both illegal drugs as well as prescribed medication has anything to do with it. It seems pretty obvious to me that they both play a part in the increased violence in our society and the loss of morality we are witnessing on a grand scale. Has Satan's hoard of demons been released from the pit of hell to inflict death and carnage on the world by possessing peoples minds and bodies through the use of drugs? Many of the people responsible for brutal mass murders that have taken place over the last ten years were on strong pharmaceutical drugs. Depression and anti-depression medication seems to be one of the common connections.

You are probably familiar with the recent tragedy where a mother from Houston drowned her five children in a bathtub. This was one of the most horrendous and heartbreaking stories I have ever heard in my life. The children ranged in age from 6 months to 7 years. This demonically possessed woman systematically took these children one by one and held their heads under water until they were dead. Reuters ran a story on this tragedy and quoted the husband who said: "I'm supportive of her because on the one hand I know she killed our childrenåábut on the other I know that the woman here is not the woman who killed my children." Andrea Yates is just one of many in America suffering from postpartum depression. The husband further elaborated: "She had her psychotic side effects with her depression that led her to do this. She loved our kids and anybody that knew her knew that."
Not surprisingly, after this terrible tragedy it came out that Andrea Yates was on a heavy-duty pharmacological cocktail mixture of anti-depressants. According to a recent story that appeared in Insight On The News: "During a two year period, Yates was prescribed four extremely potent mind-altering drugs intended to help her through two episodes of severe depression that began after the birth of their fourth child." During Yates' first episode, she began to take Haldol, Effexor and Wellbutrin. After their fifth child and her second episode, she was put on another round of drugs that consisted of Effexor and Remeron. The Insight On The News story went on further to report: "Yates' husband has said that his wife was given Effexor at a dosage nearly twice the recommended maximum limit. Just days before the murders, the Effexor was for some reason reduced to just slightly more than the recommended maximum dosage of 225 mg per day and the Remeron was added."

Ancient Witchcraft And Modern Pharmaceuticals

It's interesting to note that in the middle ages, witchcraft was heavily associated with and influenced by women. In Middle Ages Europe, the sick often consulted witches who would brew up special potions of various herbs and drugs for their maladies. A great resource and reference book by Barbara Walker titled The Woman's Encyclopedia Of Myths And Secrets covers this past history in more detail. In the section on witchcraft, Walker says: "Up until the 15th century, women's 'charms and spells' were virtually the only repository of practical medicine. Churchmen avoided doctoring, on the ground that all sickness came from demonic possession, and the only permissible cure was exorcism. In pre-Christian Gaul and Scandinavia, medicine was entirely in the hands of women. Even in the Christian era, the village wise-women was still every peasant's family doctor. Paracelsus said witches taught him everything he knew about healing. Dr. Lambe, the Duke of Buckingham's famous "devil", was said to have learned the secrets of medicine by consorting with witches... It wasn't unusual for the witches' healing charms to be preferred to those of the church, or for the two to be regarded as identical in essence... What the distinction between sorcery and witchcraft boiled down to was that men could practice magic, women couldn't."

For some reason, most people today have no idea about past history. Nor do they believe that things like sorcery and witchcraft go on anymore, other than in a harmless way. The magic arts have been with the human race from day one. If you study ancient history the ruling elite were many times deeply involved in these evil practices. However, it has always been a very secretive movement. The reason I point this out is to say that the same kinds of things are going on today as were back then. Nothing has changed. Just because many of those who practice witchcraft and sorcery today put on fancy suits, have college degrees backing them up and media publicity behind them doesn't mean things are any different. The ruling elite that directs and influences the pharmaceutical and medical industry is sworn to secrecy to keep their magic arts from the public. Otherwise their game would be over.

Beware Of The Vipers Brood

In the New Testament Jesus (Yahshua) made it quite clear that a generation of wicked people were linked to the snake. Every time he addressed these people it was with swift and precise condemnation for their actions. The most powerful passage occurs in the gospel of Matthew.

"Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of hell?" (Matthew 23:33)

As I dug deeper into the Bible to research this subject, I found it rather intriguing that the symbol of the snake has been linked with the pharmaceutical and medical industry. Is this just another clue that God
has left for us to identify the adversary? It is very interesting that of all the symbols they could have adopted, the snake happens to be the one.

There are actually two different medical symbols that use the serpent. One is called the Caduceus which is a staff surmounted by two wings and entwined with two snakes.

The caduceus (/ˈkædəsəs/ or κηρύκειον in Greek) or wand of Hermes is typically depicted as a short herald's staff entwined by two serpents in the form of a double helix, and sometimes surmounted by wings. In later Antiquity the caduceus may have provided the basis for the astrological symbol representing the planet Mercury and in Roman iconography was often depicted being carried in the left hand of the Greek god Hermes, the messenger of the gods, guide of the dead and protector of merchants, gamblers, liars and thieves.

The caduceus is sometimes used as a symbol for medicine, especially in North America, through confusion with the traditional medical symbol, the rod of Asclepius, which has only a single snake and no wings. Given the historically attested use of this emblem, its adoption as a symbol of medicine is a great irony.

This symbol is used by both the medical profession and the pharmaceutical industry. The other symbol is called the Star of Life. It consists of a serpent wrapped around a rod and encompassed in a six-pointed star and is identified with emergency medical services.

The Star of Life is a blue, six-pointed star, outlined with a white border which features the Rod of Asclepius in the center, originally designed and governed by the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) (under the United States Department of Transportation, DOT). Traditionally in the United States the logo was used as a stamp of authentication or certification for ambulances, paramedics or other EMS personnel. Internationally, it represents emergency medical services (EMS)
units and personnel. A similar orange star is used for search and rescue personnel and yet another

version is used for Wilderness emergency medical technician.

The rod of Asclepius (also known as the rod of Asklepios, rod of Aesculapius or asklepius[3]) is an ancient Greek symbol associated with astrology[citation needed] and with healing the sick through medicine. It consists of a serpent entwined around a staff. Asclepius, the son of Apollo, was a practitioner of medicine in ancient Greek mythology.

The rod of Asclepius symbolizes the healing arts by combining the serpent, which in shedding its skin is a symbol of rebirth and fertility, with the staff, a symbol of authority befitting the god of Medicine. The snake wrapped around the staff is widely claimed to be a species of rat snake, Elaphe longissima, also known as the Aesculapian or Asclepian snake. It is native to southeastern Europe, Asia Minor, and some central European spa regions, apparently brought there by Romans for their healing properties.[citation needed]

It consists of a serpent wrapped around a rod and encompassed in a six-pointed star and is identified with emergency medical services. Both of these symbols date back thousands of years with deep roots in the occult and ancient paganism further linking sorcery, witchcraft and magic to the medical establishment. I find it rather amazing that it was the serpent that tricked Eve in the garden of Eden and it's the serpent that this industry has chosen to link with. When the serpent deceived Eve he did it by getting her to eat a food that God didn't authorize.

I would like to elaborate a little bit more on these two medical symbols so that you will have a clearer picture of their pagan connection. Among the Greeks the caduceus was carried by heralms and ambassadors as a badge of office and a mark of personal inviolability, because it was the symbol of Hermes, the messenger of the gods. In another book by Barbara Walker, The Woman's Dictionary of Symbols And Sacred Objects, she discussed the caduceus. "Classical Greek writers claimed that Hermes inherited the caduceus in his character of Conductor of Souls; it was said that his magic staff had enough healing power to raise even the dead from Hades and bring them back to the light of day." In Roman mythology the symbol was associated with the god Mercury.
The snake and the staff in the center of the Star of Life portray the staff of Asclepius who, according to Greek mythology, was the son of Apollo, the god of light, truth and prophesy. According to legend, Zeus killed Asclepius with a thunderbolt because he feared that with Asclepius' knowledge, men might be rendered immortal. In death, it was rumored that Asclepius effected cures of prescribed remedies to the sick during their dreams.

There are some who say that these medical symbols actually come from the Bible and that they are good. Although the snake wrapped around a rod in the symbol of the Star of Life has some connection to the Bible, it is quite a stretch to justify its use today to mean what it did back then. When the nation of Israel was wandering through the desert, the people became angry for lack of food and water and spoke out against God and Moses. They said to Moses: "Wherefore have ye brought us up out of Egypt to die in the wilderness? For there is no bread, neither is there any water; and our soul loatheth this light bread. And the LORD sent fiery serpents among the people, and they bit the people; and much people of Israel died. Therefore the people came to Moses, and said, We have sinned, for we have spoken against the LORD, and against thee; pray unto the LORD, that he take away the serpents from us. And Moses prayed for the people. And the LORD said unto Moses, Make thee a fiery serpent, and set it upon a pole: and it shall come to pass, that every one that is bitten, when he looketh upon it, shall live. And Moses made a serpent of brass, and put it upon a pole, and it came to pass, that if a serpent had bitten any man, when he beheld the serpent of brass, he lived." (Numbers 21:5-9)

The Bible indicates that this symbol was only meant for this particular instance since after the Israelites finally reached the Promised Land, it became a form of idolatry and sin. Under the reforms of King Hezekiah it was later destroyed. Here is how the Bible records this event:

"He (Hezekiah) removed the high places, and brake the images, and cut down the groves, and brake in pieces the brazen serpent that Moses had made: for unto those days the children of Israel did burn incense to it: and he called it Nehushtan." (II Kings 18:4)

Just about every other place in the Bible where the serpent appears, it is linked with Satan. This fact alone should be enough convincing evidence to know who is behind medicine and pharmaceuticals. The most identifying passage of Satan and the serpent appears in the book of Revelation.

"And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: He was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him." (Revelation 12:9)

So I ask you again, why has the medical community decided to adopt a symbol that is blatantly identified with Satan and ancient paganism? The fact that the word pharmaceutical means sorcery, magic and witchcraft only proves that the industry is under the influence of dark forces? It appears that the pharmaceutical industry is paving the way for Satan's final takeover and control of this earth. The serpent's goal seems to be to get every person on the planet consuming some type of pharmaceutical drug every day. So far, the pharmaceutical industry has done a terrific job at fulfilling his will.

Children are being put on Ritalin in an unprecedented fashion. Millions of women are taking birth control pills. Many men are taking sexual performance drugs like Viagra. Middle-aged and elderly women are taking menopause medication. Millions in the general public are taking Prozac, Lithium, Haldol and other powerful anti-depressants. Others are on medication for high blood pressure, diabetes, heart problems, arthritis, cancer, Alzheimer's, asthma, chronic fatigue syndrome, Fibromyalgia, thyroid conditions, anxiety, weight problems and God knows what else. This doesn't even include the untold number of illegal drugs being used. Where does it end? Why does it appear that the world is blinded to these issues? The first thing most people do when they get a sniffle is run to the doctor as if there is some magic pill that will fix everything and make it go away. People need to learn to trust their immune
systems and the natural products God has given us to get well instead of trusting doctors who prescribe medicine like it's candy.

Instead of putting your trust in pharmaceutical medicine, you should be putting your trust in the one who can really save you. "And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up. That whosever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life." (John 3:14-15)

"But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteousness arise with healing in his wings:" (Malachi 4:2)

Dangerous Pharmaceutical Side Effects

An excellent story was posted on the Internet recently titled Too Little Is Known About The Long-Term Effects Of The Most Popular Drugs. It was written by Thomas Moore and posted on the Washingtonian Online Health & Medicine web site. Here are just a few of the highlights from the story. "An NIH study with 42,000 participants found that the blood pressure drug Cardura-one of a family of alpha blockers taken by 1 million people was so ineffective at preventing strokes and heart failure that patients taking Cardura needed to be switched to more effective medication... Although new drugs are usually studied in thousands of patients for short periods, the international standard provides that drugs intended for lifetime use should be tested only in about 100 people for periods of one year or more. Although Food and Drug Administration requirements for some drugs are stricter, US law does not provide for the long-term testing of drugs, before or after approval for marketing... Even when lives are at stake, drug companies and other health authorities repeatedly have failed to warn doctors and patients about newly discovered problems or ensure they halt treatment or switch to a better drug. The failure to provide for long-term testing of drugs and to make wise use of the results constitutes perhaps the single most dangerous flaw in a system intended to protect patients from unnecessary harm from prescription drugs... A system so rife with examples of drugs that fail to deliver on their promises is a system in crisis. Add the fact that so many who take these drugs are exposed to unnecessary risks of major events such as heart attack and stroke, and the need for reform is clear."

A story appeared in a June 1998 edition of the Orlando Sentinel that exposes some of the fraud within the pharmaceutical industry in approving new drugs. The story was written by Stephen Fried in a special to the Washington Post and was titled Inside The FDA. "Agency officers know, for instance, that the organization doesn't actually test new drugs; the pharmaceutical companies do, and submit their results pretty much on the honor code. They know that drugs are tested on no more than 3,000 to 4,000 people before approval, and that many drug-safety problems will not show up in that small of a sample. Medical officers also know that the system for catching these problems after approval is woefully inadequate."

This story verifies that we are dealing with a self-regulated industry with no real checks and balances in place.

Another story that appeared in the Orlando Sentinel on July 4, 2001 reported new risks associated with the cancer drug tamoxifen. "New research suggests that women taking the breast-cancer drug tamoxifen have an increased chance of getting a more aggressive form of the disease if a new tumor appears in their previously healthy breast... The new research found tamoxifen users who developed new tumors were five times more likely than nonusers to get a more deadly kind of tumor I| referred to as estrogen negative."

Then we come to one of the most abused pharmaceutical drug on the market today with terrible side effects. It's a relatively new pain medicine called OxyContin. This drug contains a powerful alkaloid derived from opium. It has replaced cocaine, heroin and ecstasy as the number one killer in the State of
Florida. People suffering from tremendous pain have become junkies on this drug. OxyContin sales in the year 2000 alone were over a billion dollars. OxyContin is fast becoming the new drug of choice in America. The tablets are manufactured in a time-released delivery system so the mind-altering effects of the opium alkaloid are not experienced by the users. They are designed to deliver painkilling effectiveness for between a 12 and 24 hour period. On the street users either chew the tablets, crush them and snort the powder, or boil down the tablets and inject it intravenously because it bypasses the time-released system and delivers a powerful euphoric, heroin-like punch. Entire towns and neighborhoods are dealing with problems associated with OxyContin. The Roanoke Times ran a story on August 16, 2000 that reported OxyContin to be the worst problem seen in the community. "Tazewell County's prosecutor has charged more than 150 people in the last year with felonies associated with the addictive painkiller... Tazewell County Commonwealth's Attorney Dennis Lee called abuse of OxyContin an epidemic... Andy Anderson, a narcotics detective with the Pulaski Police Department, estimated that 90 percent of the people in Pulaski who admit to such crimes as breaking and entering, shoplifting, forgery or stealing checks said they committed the crimes to get money to finance their OxyContin addiction."

Conclusion

There is much more that can be said about the harmful effects of pharmaceutical medicine. To cover all the facts in great detail would take a large book. The purpose of this story has been to summarize the issues and enlighten you to the roots of the pharmaceutical industry and to show that there is a sinister force behind the increase of prescribed drugs. This story offers no medical advice other than warning readers to Beware Of The Sorcerers Medicine. I hope you have been educated by this story and that it prompts you to take a closer look at the pharmaceutical industry before buying into their propaganda. Look for more pharmaceutical expose stories in future issues of CRUSADOR.

THE INSIDIOUS IG FARBEN STORY

_Investigating IG Farben Reveals Links to the Rockefellers, Bush Family, Blackmail, and the Rise of Those Wishing For a Totalitarian Global Community._

I.G. Farben is a company that provided the gas to kill the people who died at Auschwitz in WWII.

Yet, this corrupt organization has ties to many American people and American companies.

The corruption runs deep.

The story is a long one.

Longer than we have space for in this article today.

Therefore, the object of this article is to quote a few sources that have written about Farben.

We hope you’ll get a glimpse into how this company hooks into the Rockefellers and other people and companies of interest and investigate more for yourself.

It’s an intriguing story, to say the least.
THE IG FARBEŃ/ROCKEFELLER/DULLES CONNECTION

"Before the war (WWII) Standard of New Jersey (controlled by the Rockefellers) had forged a synthetic oil and rubber cartel with the Nazi-controlled I.G. Farben, prompting official claims of treason in the United States…

The New Jersey oil company wasn’t the only U.S. corporation working with the industrial conglomerate Farben and the Nazis, however. As will be seen, Jack Philby (British spy) had ties to the entire network through his friend Allen Dulles (American traitor)."

- *The Secret War Against the Jews*, by John Loftus and Mark Aarons, (pp. 44-45)

After a bribery scandal didn’t slow him down, Allen Dulles’ brother, attorney John Foster Dulles

"...became the representative of several major German companies, such as I.G. Farben, which owned huge blocks of stock in American oil companies…

In 1934 Dulles helped draft the agreements establishing the international cartels, joint ventures, and market-sharing among the Belgians, the British Imperial Chemical Industries, and I.G. Farben…

… it was agreements such as that signed by the Rockefeller-controlled Standard Oil Company of New Jersey with Farben that helped the Third Reich to gain such important advances in the development of synthetic rubber and gasoline. In return, I.G. Farben became a shareholder in the New Jersey oil company second only to John D. Rockefeller, Jr. himself."

- *The Secret War Against the Jews*, (p. 56)

BLACKMAIL SILENCES U.S. & BRITISH CONNECTION TO IG FARBEŃ

In 1941, Senator Harry Truman read Standard Oil’s 1939 letter to renew its agreement with Farben,

"...which made it clear that the Rockefellers’ company was prepared to work with the Nazis whether their own government was at war with the Third Reich or not. Truman’s Senate Committee on the National Defense was outraged and began a probe.

Suddenly, however, the whole matter was dropped. There was a reason for Rockefeller’s escape: blackmail…

On February 27, 1942, Thurman Arnold, the assistant attorney general of the United States, stormed into the offices of Standard of New Jersey at 30 Rockefeller Plaza in New York and outlined the charges… Arnold demanded fines totaling $1.5 million and control of the Nazi patents. In response, the Standard executives made it clear that the entire U.S. war effort was fueled by their oil and it could be stopped. Arnold could do nothing but accept the fact of the blackmail."

- *The Secret War Against the Jews*, (pp. 64-65)

When Britain threatened to expose ally ties to I.G. Farben the Dulles brothers went to work,

“Dulles and a colleague expressed their desire to have our (British) propaganda action in the USA, as far as I.G. Farben is concerned, discontinued. Their explanation of this was that, in their opinion, this might involve large American companies like Standard Oil… thereby perhaps impairing the war effort.
To put it bluntly, Dulles was personally threatening to cut off Britain’s supply of oil during the war if the British persisted with their expose of the American oil connection to I.G. Farben."
- The Secret War Against the Jews, (p. 66)

BUT BRITAIN WAS INVOLVED WITH IG FARBEN ALSO!

"The British were more than a little hypocritical in pointing the finger of blame at the American connection. They had their own Farben scandal.

Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) was partners with I.G. Farben on several deals. Allen Dulles himself had drawn up the paperwork to bring ICI and Farben into a Nazi chemical cartel. The dominating force of the Nazi-controlled Schroder Bank was Baron Bruno Schroder, whose headquarters were in London.

As one of the bankers put it: ‘The British government had a good attitude toward British banks abroad. British banks in Paris did big business during the occupation.’ Similarly, the Bank of England continued its association with the Nazi-dominated Bank of International Settlements in Switzerland.

In fact, British financial institutions continued to move Nazi money all through the war, when it suited their own clients’ purposes."
- The Secret War Against the Jews, (p. 67)

IG FARBEN DRUG CONNECTION

"America's largest and most ruthless industrial combine, the Rockefeller Empire (which was built on Standard Oil Company) in the early part of this century became interested in the drug trade after making breath-taking profits from palming off bottled petroleum called Nujol as a supposed cure for cancer and later constipation.

In 1939 the Drug Trust was formed by an alliance of the world's two greatest cartels in world history - the Rockefeller Empire and the German chemical company I.G. Farbenindustrie (I.G. Farben). Drug profits from that time onwards curved upwards into gigantic proportions and by 1948 it became a 10-billion-dollar-a-year industry.

I.G. Farben's unsavory past is highlighted by the fact that during the Second World War it built and operated a massive chemical plant at Auschwitz using slave labour. Approximately 300,000 concentration-camp workers passed through I.G. Farben's facilities at Auschwitz and at least 25,000 of them were worked to death.

Also, others were brutally killed in I.G. Farben's drug testing programs. Twelve of I.G. Farben's top executives were sentenced to terms of imprisonment for slavery and mistreatment offenses at the Nuremberg war crime trials.

Hoechst and Bayer, the largest and third largest companies in world pharmaceutical sales respectively, are descended from I.G. Farben. In September 1955, Hoechst appointed Friedrich Jaehne, a convicted war criminal from the Nuremberg trials, as chairman of its supervisory board. Also, a year later, Bayer appointed Fitz ter Meer, another convicted war criminal, as chairman of its board."
- How the Chemical Companies Came to Control the Media and the People

MORE LINKS BETWEEN IG FARBEN & AMERICAN CORPORATIONS
"In a letter to Roosevelt from Berlin in the early 'thirties, the U.S. Ambassador in Germany, William Dodd, said:

'At the present moment, more than a hundred American corporations have subsidiaries here or cooperative understandings. The DuPrénts have their allies in Germany that are aiding in the armament business. Their chief ally is the IG Farben Company, a part of the government which gives 200,000 marks a year to one propaganda organization operating on American opinion'.

Throughout the entire second World War conflict, not one bomb fell on the I.G. Farben headquarters in Frankfurt, Germany, allegedly as a consequence of Allied orders. In 1938, I.G. Farben borrowed 500 tons of tetra-ethyl lead, the gasoline additive, from Standard Oil. During 1939, the year Germany invaded Austria and Poland, the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey loaned I.G. Farben US$20,000,000 worth of high-grade gasoline.

In 1939 the American Aluminium Company (Alcoa), then probably the world's largest producer of sodium fluoride, transferred its technology to Germany (the Alted Agreement). The Dow Chemical Company transmitted its experience and technology in that same period. Germany's two largest tank manufacturers were Opel, a subsidiary of General Motors (J.P. Morgan), and the German subsidiary of the Ford Motor Company.

Even with the purchase of oil from non-German sources, the major supplier of oil was still the Farben cartel...

So, in 1941 when cylinders of Zyklon B, the deadly cyanide-based extermination gas made by I.G. Farben, were lethally unvalved on inmates of Auschwitz, Bitterfeld, Walfen, Hoechst, Agfa, Ludwigshafen and Buchenwald, there were more than substantial links between huge American technology and German manufacturers."

- Fluoridation: Mind Control of the Masses, by Ian E. Stephens

THE BUSH FAMILY AND IG FARBE

[The Bush's] "firm originally was known as W.A Harriman & Co. The link between Harriman & Co's American investors and Thyssen started in the 1920's, through the Union Banking Corp."

The Union Banking president was George Herbert Walker.

[As] "Walker made Prescott vice president of W.A. Harriman... Union Banking became an out-and-out Nazi money-laundering machine.

Some... say that Bush specialized in British investors in Nazi Germany, while Walker handled the Americans... Harriman & Co. merged with a British-American investment company to become Brown Brothers, Harriman. Prescott Bush become one of the senior partners of the new company... in 1934 Walker arranged to put his son-in-law on the board of directors of Union Banking."

The Bush family deception continues as

"...Walker also set up a deal to take over the North American operations of the Hamburg-Amerika Line, a cover for I.G. Farben's Nazi espionage unit in the United States. The shipping line smuggled in German agents, propaganda, and money for bribing American politicians to see things Hitler's way.

The holding company was Walker's American Shipping & Commerce, which shared offices..."
with Union Banking. In an elaborate corporate paper trail, Harriman's stock in American Shipping & Commerce was controlled by yet another holding company, the Harriman Fifteen Corp., run out of Walker's office. The directors of this company were Averill Harriman, Bert Walker, and Prescott Bush."
- The Secret War Against the Jews, (pp. 358-359)

ADOLF HITLER AND IG FARBEN

"Before 1932, the Nazis had conducted a vicious propaganda campaign against I.G. Farben 'as an exploitative tool' of 'money-mighty Jews'. In June 1932 two I.G. Farben officials met secretly with Hitler at his home in Munich to try to end the campaign.

A deal was struck: In return for election donations, Hitler halted the campaign and promised to keep tariff protection after he won power. A sigh of relief went up at the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, which stood to lose millions if Hitler kept his world and dismantled its partner.

Following Hitler's triumph and consolidation, I.G. Farben led the way among the German corporate world, adapting itself to the Nazi ideology and purging itself of 'undesirable (i.e. Jewish) elements. By 1937-38 it was no longer an independent company but rather an industrial arm of the German state, and fully Nazified'. Allen Dulles was pleased. With clients like I.G. Farben, there were megaprofits to be made all around…"
- The Secret War Against the Jews, (pp. 58-59)

The History of the "Business With Disease"

http://www4.dr-rath-foundation.org/PHARMACEUTICAL_BUSINESS/history_of_the_pharmaceutical_industry.htm

The most powerful German economic corporate emporium in the first half of this century was the Interessengemeinschaft Farben or IG Farben, for short. Interessengemeinschaft stands for "Association of Common Interests" and was nothing more than a powerful cartel of BASF, Bayer, Hoechst, and other German chemical and pharmaceutical companies. IG Farben was the single largest donor to the election campaign of Adolph Hitler. One year before Hitler seized power, IG Farben donated 400,000 marks to Hitler and his Nazi party. Accordingly, after Hitler's seizure of power, IG Farben was the single largest profiteer of the German conquest of the world, the Second World War.
One hundred percent of all explosives and of all synthetic gasoline came from the factories of IG Farben. Whenever the German Wehrmacht conquered another country, IG Farben followed, systematically taking over the industries of those countries. Through this close collaboration with Hitler's Wehrmacht, IG Farben participated in the plunder of Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Norway, Holland, Belgium, France and all other countries conquered by the Nazis.

The U.S. government's investigation of all the factors leading to the Second World War in 1946 came to the conclusion that without IG Farben the Second World War would simply not have been possible. We have to come to grips with the fact that it was not the psychopath, Adolph Hitler, or bad genes of the German people that brought about the Second World War. Economic greed by companies like Bayer, BASF and Hoechst was the key factor in bringing about the Holocaust.

No one who saw Steven Spielberg's film "Schindler's List" will forget the scenes in the Auschwitz concentration camp.

The Birth of IG Farben and the Support for Hitler (from the book "Sword And Swastika" by Telford Taylor)

After the First World War, all the major chemical concerns were merged into a single gigantic trust in 1926 - the I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G. - under the leadership of Carl Duisberg and Carl Bosch. Dyestuffs, pharmaceuticals, photographic supplies, explosives, and a myriad of other products poured forth in ever-growing volume and variety.

Soon after the election of July, 1932, in which the Nazis had doubled their vote, Heinrich Büetefisch [chief of the I.G. Farben - Leuna plant] and Heinrich Gattineau [a Farben official who was also an SA officer and personally known to both Rudolf Hess and Ernst Roehm], waited upon the Fuehrer-to-be to learn whether Farben could count on governmental support for its synthetic gasoline program in the event the Nazis should attain power. Hitler readily agreed that Farben should be given the necessary support to warrant expansion of the Leuna plant.

After the seizure of power, Farben lost no time following up this auspicious introduction. Significantly, Farben's chosen channel was not the 'Heeresleitung' but Hermann Goering's new Air Ministry. In a long letter to Goering's deputy Erhard Milch, Carl Krauch of Farben outlined a "four-year plan" for the expansion of synthetic fuel output. Thereupon, Milch called in Generalleutnant von Vollard Bockelberg, Chief of the Army Ordnance Office, and it was agreed that the Army and the Air Ministry would together sponsor the Krauch project. A few months later Farben received a formal Reich contract calling for the enlargement of Leuna so that production would reach three hundred thousand tons per year by 1937, with Farben's sales guaranteed for ten years - until June 30, 1944 - on a cost-plus basis.
1941: I.G. Farben's "friendship" with the SS helps to increase the speed of construction of Auschwitz-Buna against the resistance "of some little bureaucrats".

A letter from Dr. Otto Ambros to the Director of I.G. Farben Frankfurt, Fritz ter Meer

**I.G. Farben and the Auschwitz Concentration Camp**

Auschwitz was the largest mass extermination factory in human history, but the concentration camp was only an appendix.

The main project was IG Auschwitz, a 100% subsidiary of I.G. Farben, the largest industrial complex of the world for manufacturing synthetic gasoline and rubber for the conquest of Europe.

On April 14, 1941, in Ludwigshafen, Otto Armbrust, the IG Farben board member responsible for the Auschwitz project, stated to his IG Farben board colleagues, "our new friendship with the SS is a blessing. We have determined all measures integrating the concentration camps to benefit our company."

The pharmaceutical departments of the IG Farben cartel used the victims of the concentration camps in their own way: thousands of them died during human experiments such as the testing of new and unknown vaccines.

There was no retirement plan for the prisoners of IG Auschwitz. Those who were too weak or too sick to work were selected at the main gate of the IG Auschwitz factory and sent to the gas chambers. Even the
chemical gas Zyklon-B used for the annihilation of millions of people was derived from the drawing boards and factories of IG Farben.

The map of Auschwitz (above) speaks for itself. The size of the IG Auschwitz plant (red area) was larger than all Auschwitz concentration camps (blue area) taken together.

Medical Experiments in Auschwitz Conducted by I.G. Farben (from the book "I.G. Farben - from Anilin to forced labor" by Jörg Hunger and Paul Sander)

Scientific experiments were also done in other concentration camps. A decisive fact is that IG employee SS major Dr. med. Helmuth Vetter, stationed in several concentration camps, participated in these experiments by order of Bayer Leverkusen.

At the same time as Dr. Joseph Mengele, experimented in Auschwitz with medications that were designated "B-1012", B-1034", "3382" or "Rutenol". The test preparations were not only applied to those prisoners who were ill, but also to healthy ones. These people were first infected on purpose through pills, powdered substances, injections or enemas. Many of the medications caused the victims to vomit or have bloody diarrhoea. In most cases the prisoners died as a result of the experiments.

In the Auschwitz files correspondence was discovered between the camp commander and Bayer Leverkusen. It dealt with the sale of 150 female prisoners for experimental purposes: "With a view to the planned experiments with a new sleep-inducing drug we would appreciate it if you could place a number of prisoners at our disposal (…)" – "We confirm your response, but consider the price of 200 RM per woman to be too high. We propose to pay no more than 170 RM per woman. If this is acceptable to you, the women will be placed in our possession. We need some 150 women (…)" – "Received the order for 150 women. Despite their macerated condition they were considered satisfactory. We will keep you informed of the developments regarding the experiments (…)" – "The experiments were performed. All test persons died. We will contact you shortly about a new shipment (…)"
A former Auschwitz prisoner testified: "There was a large ward of tuberculars on block 20. The Bayer Company sent medications in unmarked and unnamed ampoules. The tuberculars were injected with this. These unfortunate people were never killed in the gas chambers. One only had to wait for them to die, which did not take long (...) 150 Jewish women that had been bought from the camp attendant by Bayer, (...) served for experiments with unknown hormonal preparations."

Parallel to the tests by Behringwerke and Bayer Leverkusen the chemical-pharmaceutical and serologic-bacteriological department at Hoechst started experimenting on Auschwitz prisoners with their new typhus fever preparation “3582”. The first series of tests had results that were far from satisfactory. Of the 50 test persons 15 died; the typhus fever drug led to vomiting and exhaustion. Part of the Auschwitz concentration camp was quarantined, which led to an extension of the tests to the concentration camp in Buchenwald. In the journal of the "Department for typhus fever and viral research of the concentration camp Buchenwald" we find on January 10th, 1943: "As suggested by the IG Farbenindustrie A.G. the following were tested as typhus fever medications: a) preparation 3582 <Akridin> of the chem. pharm. and sero-bact. Department Hoechst – Prof. Lautenschläger and Dr. Weber – (therapeutic test A), b) methylene blue, formerly tested on mice by Prof. Kiekuth, Elberfeld (therapeutic test M)."

The first and also the second series of therapeutic tests, held in Buchenwald between March 31st and April 11th 1943, were negative due to insufficient contamination of the tested prisoners. Neither did the experiments in Auschwitz show evident successes.

The scientific value of all these experiments, whether ordered by the IG Farben or not, was in fact zero. The test persons were in bad physical condition, caused by forced labor, insufficient and wrong nutrition and diseases in the concentration camp. In addition to this there were generally bad sanitary circumstances in the laboratories. "The test results in the concentration camps, as the IG laboratory specialists should have known, could not be compared to results made under normal circumstances".

The SS physician Dr. Hoven testified to this during the Nuremberg Trial: "It should be generally known, and especially in German scientific circles, that the SS did not have notable scientists at its disposal. It is clear that the experiments in the concentration camps with IG preparations only took place in the interests of the IG, which strived with all means to determine the effectiveness of these preparations. They let the SS deal with the – shall I say – dirty work in the concentration camps. It was not the IG’s intention to make any of this public, but rather to put up a smoke screen around the experiments so that (...) they could keep any profits to themselves. Not the SS but the IG took the initiative for the concentration camp experiments.”
A letter from 1944 in which I.G. Farben orders an "harsh punishment" for a slave laborer in Auschwitz-Monowitz.

The Nuremberg War Tribunal

The Nuremberg War Criminal Tribunal convicted 24 IG Farben board members and executives on the basis of mass murder, slavery and other crimes against humanity. Amazingly however, by 1951 all of them had already been released, continuing to consult German corporations. The Nuremberg Tribunal dissolved the IG Farben into Bayer, Hoechst, and BASF.

Today each of the three daughters of the IG Farben is
20 times bigger than IG Farben was at its height in 1944, the last year of the Second World War.

More importantly, for almost three decades after the Second World War, BASF, Bayer and Hoechst (now Aventis) each filled its highest position, chairman of the board, with former members of the Nazi, NSDAP:

- **Carl Wurster**, chairman of the board of BASF until 1974 was, during the war, on the board of the company manufacturing Zyklon-B gas
- **Carl Winnacker**, chairman of the board of Hoechst until the late 70's, was a member of the Sturm Abteilung (SA) and was a member of the board of IG Farben
- **Curt Hansen**, chairman of the board of Bayer until the late 70's, was co-organizer of the conquest of Europe in the department of "acquisition of raw materials." Under this leadership the IG Farben daughters, BASF, Bayer, and Hoechst, continued to support politicians representing their interests.

During the 50's and 60's they invested in the political career of a young representative from a suburb of the BASF town of Ludwigshafen, his name: Helmut Kohl.

From 1957 to 1967 the young Helmut Kohl was a paid lobbyist of the "Verband Chemischer Industrie," the central lobby organization of the German pharmaceutical and chemical cartel. Thus, the German chemical and pharmaceutical industry advanced one of its own as a political representative, leaving the German people with only the choice of final approval.

The result is well known: Helmut Kohl was chancellor of Germany for 16 years and the German pharmaceutical and chemical industry became the world's leading exporter of chemical products, with subsidiaries in over 150 countries, more than IG Farben ever had. Several billion people will now die prematurely, if the pharmaceutical industry gets its way. Germany is the only country in the entire world in which a former paid lobbyist for the chemical and pharmaceutical cartel was head of the government. To sum up, the support of German politics for the global expansion plans of the German pharmaceutical and chemical companies has a 100-year-old tradition.

From knowing this, we understand the support from Bonn for the unethical plans of the Codex Commission. *(Remark made by the Dr. Rath Health Foundation)*

The U.S. lead prosecutor in the Nuremberg War Criminal Tribunal against the IG Farben anticipated this development when he said, "These IG Farben criminals, not the lunatic Nazi fanatics, are the main war criminals. If the guilt of these criminals is not brought to light and if they are not punished, they will represent a much greater threat to the future peace of the world than Hitler if he were still alive."

Top

**From "Arbeit macht frei" to "Codex Alimentarius"**
Just fifteen years after they were convicted in the Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal, Bayer, BASF and Hoechst were again the architects of the next major human rights offences. In 1962, they established the Codex Alimentarius Commission. *Remark made by the Dr. Rath Health Foundation*

This dark period of German history is inextricably bound to one man, Fritz ter Meer:

- He was a member of the Managing Board of IG Farben from its inception to its dissolution. As the Wartime Manager, he was responsible for IG Auschwitz.
- In the Nuremberg Tribunal, ter Meer stated: "Forced labor did not inflict any remarkable injury, pain, or suffering on the detainees, particularly since the alternative for these workers would have been death."
- In 1948, ter Meer was sentenced by the Nuremberg Tribunal to seven years in prison for plundering and slavery.
- In 1952, his sentence was commuted, due to the influence of powerful friends.
- From 1956-1964, he was reinstated as a member of the Managing Board of Bayer AG.
- In 1962, ter Meer was one of the architects of the "Codex Alimentarius - Commission" and one of the main designers of the schemes that would profit from human suffering. *Remark made by the Dr. Rath Health Foundation*

The deceptive title "Codex Alimentarius" is no accident. It was devised by the same companies and indeed the same individuals, who gave the Auschwitz concentration camp inmates the deceptive slogan "Arbeit macht frei" (“Work makes you free”). *Remark made by the Dr. Rath Health Foundation*

As long as the Nazi infection continues to work its influence and threaten the lives of untold millions, no German has the right to proclaim that the Nazi era is finished.

---

**Warfarin/Coumadin Cerebral Hemorrhage Risk**

Warfarin, best known as Coumadin (Warfarin/ Coumadin was originally developed as a rat poison (go to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warfarin) is an anticoagulant used to thin the blood and prevent strokes. However, the rate of cerebral hemorrhage associated with use of this drug quintupled during the 1990s and increased more than tenfold in those over the age of 80. Researchers from the University of Cincinnati suggest patients should weigh the beneficial effects of Warfarin in preventing ischemic strokes with the risks for intracerebral hemorrhage.

–MedPage Today

Bleeding strokes increased fivefold among people who took a widely prescribed blood thinner in the 1990s, University of Cincinnati researchers said in a new study. The study in Monday's issue of
Neurology also found that, among patients over 80 who took warfarin, the incidence of bleeding strokes increased by more than 10 times from 1988 to 1999. In that time frame, the number of prescriptions for warfarin, also prescribed under the brand name Coumadin, quadrupled, said Matthew Flaherty, a UC neurologist and lead author of the study.

http://www.bluefieldnews.net/health/070110-shns-thinner.html

One of the best natural blood thinners available is called Nattokinase. Personally I prefer this product over intravenous chelation because it is much more cost and time effective than chelation treatments which average $100-150 per treatment and usually involve 20-40 two hour sessions. These enzymes once in the blood stream help to essentially digest the plaque formations off the walls of the arteries. The other alternatives are bypass surgery and/or getting your carotid arteries surgically scraped out. If you choose to go this route that’s your prerogative, but the questions you would need to ask yourself would be:

a) Do these procedures fix the cause of arteriosclerosis?

b) What about the other hundred's of miles of blood vessels in our bodies that are also potentially just as plaqued?

Why You'll Want to Avoid Bayer Products

Dr. Mercola's Comments: Bayer Corporation is widely known for their painkillers, aspirin and Aleve, but they also manufacture over 80 other brands of drugs, along with chemicals and pesticides.

I've revealed some of the many skeletons in their closet in the past -- including their numerous drug-related lawsuits and intentional selling of AIDS-infected drugs in Europe and Asia.

This is a company that has killed children by giving them HIV-infected drugs, put their workers’ lives in danger by exposing them to toxic chemicals that cause organ damage, and continues to produce unsafe products.

The U.S. pharmaceutical industry that exists today is a direct extension of the Nazi Germany pharmaceutical industry, where prisoners were routinely used for medical experiments, medical ethics were grossly violated, and human beings were considered "resources" for medical experiments testing new synthetic chemicals (later to become called "prescription drugs").

About Bayer's involvement in these medical experiments, a former Auschwitz prisoner testified on the record:

"There was a large ward of tuberculars on block 20. The Bayer Company sent medications in unmarked and unnamed ampoules. The tuberculars were injected with this. These unfortunate people were never killed in the gas chambers. One only had to wait for them to die, which did not take long... 150 Jewish women that had been brought from the camp attendant by Bayer... served for experiments with unknown hormonal preparations."
Even a quick search of the ingredients in their Flintstone’s vitamins for children show that they contain some of the following substances (depending on variety):

- Artificial flavors and three different types of food dye
- Glucose syrup
- Gelatin and modified starch (which both typically contain MSG)
- The neurotoxin aspartame
- Hydrogenated oils

But the deeper take-home message here is that these moral assaults, and health-harming practices are not unique to Bayer; they plague almost every pharmaceutical company.

There is simply no mistaking this fact: drug companies are interested in making profits, and their interests often transcend even the most basic ethical and human safety guidelines.

"psychiatrists earn more money from drug makers than doctors in any other specialty … For instance, the more psychiatrists have earned from drug makers, the more they have prescribed a new class of powerful medicines known as atypical antipsychotics to children, for whom the drugs are especially risky and mostly unapproved." - New York Times, June 27, 2007, Psychiatrists Top List in Drug Maker Gifts

Orlando Sentinel

**Eli Lilly to disclose money paid to doctors**

The Associated Press

September 24, 2008

WASHINGTON - In an industry first, Eli Lilly and Co. says it will begin disclosing how much money it paid to individual doctors for advice, speeches and other services. The drug company's move comes as members of Congress push a disclosure bill in an effort to prevent such payments from improperly influencing medical decisions.

Beginning next year, Eli Lilly will disclose payments of more than $500 to doctors for their roles as advisers and for speaking at educational seminars. In later years, the company will expand the types of payments disclosed to include such things as travel, entertainment and gifts.

Some have voiced concerns that doctors are influenced by these payments in their treatment decisions and that in turn can drive up medical bills. Although most physicians believe free lunches or trips have no effect on their medical judgment, research has shown that such payments can affect how people act.
"The ethical handwriting is on the wall. Disclosure is coming. States are pushing for it, and once a few states do, it's hard to imagine the federal government won't line up behind," said Dr. Arthur Caplan, director of the Center for Bioethics at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.

Eli Lilly was the first drug company to report its educational grants for medical conferences publicly. Dr. John Lechleiter, chief executive of the company, said that made good business sense for the drug industry. "We've learned that letting people see for themselves what we're doing is a good way to restore trust," he said.

In the past two years, lawmakers introduced bills that would require drug and medical device manufacturers to disclose any payments to doctors exceeding $25, but the industry chafed at the strict reporting threshold. Eli Lilly had announced earlier that it intended to comply with key aspects of the legislation once some lawmakers agreed to the higher reporting threshold of $500.

Eli Lilly's disclosure of payments to doctors will begin in the second half of 2009, for payments made in the first half of the year. The company doesn't plan to report 2008 or earlier payments, noting that the legislation before Congress did not contemplate such a look back.

Lechleiter said physicians who advise the company or speak at conferences take time away from their medical practice. That's why they need to be compensated at fair, market rates, he said.

A handful of states and the District of Columbia already have disclosure laws for payments from drug companies to doctors. Those states are Minnesota, Vermont, West Virginia and Maine. None of those states require disclosure of payments from medical device makers.

Dr. Peter Lurie, deputy director of the health research group at Public Citizen, said the state laws are not working very well. They have various exemptions and sometimes don't even disclose the information to the public, he said. Lurie was skeptical that Eli Lilly's announcement represented a step forward on the issue of more transparency in health care.

"There are dozens of pharmaceutical companies. ... Most won't follow this guideline at all, and there will be no enforcement," Lurie said. "This is Eli Lilly's attempt to forestall the federal legislation by saying we're in effect complying anyway." Public Citizen, a consumer advocacy group, also objects to the $500 threshold for reporting. Lurie said it should be much lower - $25 per gift.

"Most of what will wind up being disclosed is speaker's fees, consulting and research grants," Lurie said. "But most people want to know more than that. They want to know about meals, travel and that sort of thing. A lot of people will be cut out by the $500 annual limit."

Link to story: http://www.orlandosentinel.com/topic/ny-hsdrug245855554sep24,0,6103822.story
Forbidden Cures

By Ken Adachi, (E-mail) http://educate-yourself.org/fc/

Introduction & Overview

There are a number of alternative healing therapies that work so well and cost so little (compared to conventional treatment), that Organized Medicine, the Food & Drug Administration, and their overlords in the Pharmaceutical Industry (The Big Three) would rather the public not know about them. The reason is obvious: Alternative, non-toxic therapies represent a potential loss of billions of dollars to allopathic (drug) medicine and drug companies.

The Big Three have collectively engaged in a medical conspiracy for the better part of 70 years to influence legislative bodies on both the state and federal level to create regulations that promote the use of drug medicine while simultaneously creating restrictive, controlling mechanisms (licensing, government approval, etc) designed to limit and stifle the availability of non-drug, alternative modalities. The conspiracy to limit and eliminate competition from non-drug therapies began with the Flexner Report of 1910.

Abraham Flexner was engaged by John D. Rockefeller to run around the country and ‘evaluate’ the effectiveness of therapies taught in medical schools and other institutions of the healing arts. Rockefeller wanted to dominate control over petroleum, petrochemicals, and pharmaceuticals (which are derived from ‘coal tars’ or crude oil). He arranged for his company, Standard Oil of New Jersey to obtain a controlling interest in a huge German drug cartel called I. G. Farben. He pulled in his stronger competitors like Andrew Carnegie and JP Morgan as partners, while making other, less powerful players, stockholders in Standard Oil. Those who would not come into the fold "were crushed" according to a Rockefeller biographer (W. Hoffman, David: Report on a Rockefeller (New York:Lyle Stuart, Inc., 1971)page 24.)

The report Flexner submitted to The Carnegie Foundation was titled "Medical Education in the United States and Canada". Page 22 of the report said: "the privileges of the medical school can no longer be open to casual strollers from the highway. It is necessary to install a doorkeeper who will, by critical scrutiny, ascertain the fitness of the applicant, a necessity suggested, in the first place, but consideration for the candidate, whose time and talents will serve him better in some other vocation, if he be unfit for this, and in the second, by consideration for a public entitled to protection from those whom the very boldness of modern medical strategy equips with instruments that, tremendously effective for good when rightly used, are all the more terrible for harm if ignorantly or incompetently employed".

All too often, politicians are prepared to enact laws that rob citizens of yet another constitutional freedom under the banner of "public protection". Needless to say, congress swallowed the recommendations of this report hook, line, and sinker. It was decided that the American Medical Association (AMA), would be the "doorkeeper". The AMA was now empowered to certify or de-certify any medical school in the country on the grounds of whether that school met the AMA's standards of "approved" medicine.

The AMA came into existence in 1847. It is a private organization of allopathic physicians which serves the interests of its members, especially when it comes to influencing favorable legislation. It functions in every sense of the word as a union, although its members wear white collars instead of blue. Giving the AMA the power over the certification of medical schools is the equivalent of giving the Teamsters Union the exclusive right to decide on the laws of interstate commerce and transportation. Is it any wonder that
the total number of medical schools in the United States went from 160 in 1906 (before the Flexner Report) to 85 in 1920 and further down to 69 schools in 1944? A little like putting the fox in charge of the hen house, no?

Not surprisingly, Flexner 'found' that any discipline that didn't use drugs to help cure the patient was tantamount to quackery and charlatanism. Medical schools that offered courses in bioelectric Medicine, Homeopathy or Eastern Medicine, for example, were told to either drop these courses from their curriculum or lose their accreditation and underwriting support. A few schools resisted for a time, but eventually most schools cooperated (or were closed down). A similar scenario was played out in Canada. It was attempted in England against Homeopathy, but it failed due to the personal intervention of the Royal Family who had received much relief and healing at the hands of Homeopathic healers in the 19th century. By the way, the AMA was found guilty of conspiracy against chiropractors in 1987 by a federal judge and fined a couple of million dollars. Here in America, a relentless campaign of misinformation, fraud, deception, and suppression of alternative therapies and healers has been in place for the better part of this century in order to keep highly effective alternative therapies from reaching any significant plateau of public awareness. Control is exerted through "news items" and propaganda from pro-establishment organizations like The American Medical Association, The American Cancer Society, The Diabetes Foundation, etc.; local medical boards; and government agencies like the FDA, The National Institute of Health (NIH), and The National Cancer Institute (NCI), The National Academy of Science, etc. with the full cooperation of mainstream media of course.

Over the past decades, hundreds of caring, concerned, and conscientious alternative healers have been jailed and abused like common criminals for the "crime" of curing people of life-threatening diseases in an "unapproved" manner by heavy-handed government agents who swoop down on clinics with drawn guns, flax jackets, and Gestapo manners. All the while, these same agents and agencies posture themselves before TV cameras and the public under the ludicrous pretense of being servants of the people and protectors of the common good.

The medico-drug cartel was summed up by J.W Hodge, M.D., of Niagara Falls, N.Y., in these words: 'The medical monopoly or medical trust, euphemistically called the American Medical Association, is not merely the meanest monopoly ever organized, but the most arrogant, dangerous and despotic organization which ever managed a free people in this or any other age. Any and all methods of healing the sick by means of safe, simple and natural remedies are sure to be assailed and denounced by the arrogant leaders of the AMA doctors' trust as fakes, frauds and humbugs Every practioner of the healing art who does not ally himself with the medical trust is denounced as a 'dangerous quack' and impostor by the predatory trust doctors. Every sanitarian who attempts to restore the sick to a state of health by natural means without resort to the knife or poisonous drugs, disease imparting serums, deadly toxins or vaccines, is at once pounced upon by these medical tyrants and fanatics, bitterly denounced, vilified and persecuted to the fullest extent.'

(see The Drug Story for more revelations about the AMA, the House of Rockefeller and the pharmaceutical industry)

At long last, however, the public's consciousness seems to have finally reached a critical mass and is now beginning to seriously question the efficacy and appropriateness of using orthodox therapies and allopathic medicine in general. Thank God. It's been too long overdue.

Understanding the Nature of Ill Health and Disease
The entire approach and foundation of Orthodox Medicine is based on Luis Pasteur's Germ Theory, a flawed concept. A disease condition is viewed by the orthodoxy as an isolated event, confined to the area in which it manifests itself (E.g. an ear infection, eye infection, gum infection, lung cancer, skin cancer, etc.). Under this theory, for unknown reasons, microbes or tumors indiscriminately grow in the patient and must be cut (surgery), burned (radiation), or poisoned (drugs) out of the body. In the orthodox model, the solution is sought through mechanical and chemical means. Seeking to understand WHY the infection or disease condition appeared in the first place, is not seriously explored. The quick fix with a prescription for drugs to smother the symptoms is the typical orthodox 'answer'.

A contemporary of Pasteur, Antoine Beauchamp, had a different opinion as to why disease conditions 'took hold'. Beauchamp felt that the ENVIRONMENT, or the ECOLOGY of the blood played the critical role in deciding whether disease conditions would manifest or not.

Alternative medicine explores the stressors (environmental, biological, chemical, psychological, and emotional) in a patient's life that cause a weakening of a particular energy field; which in turn allows the manifestation of a disease condition in a weakened area. In order to maintain a state of health, all energy systems within the body need to exist in a state of balance or equilibrium. Imbalance leads to conditions of discomfort (dis-ease) which eventually spirals into ill health if not corrected. The Chinese and Indians (Ayurvedic medicine) had worked all of this out thousands of years ago.

Orthodox or Allopathic Medicine utilizes poisonous substances (drugs) in non-lethal dosages in order to suppress symptoms in an affected area. This approach neither addresses the cause of the disease condition, nor is it responsible for healing the patient. Rather, the use of drugs often will temporarily mask the outer manifestations of the malady, while at the same time, drive the disease deeper into the body...only to reappear at a later date, as a more serious, and chronic health threat. One of the many flaws of the orthodox approach is that it focuses on the disease condition itself, rather than the patient.

Do not assume that the only difference between allopathic and alternative medicine, however, is an honest difference of opinion in the philosophies and views on the origin of disease states. Hardly! There is, in truth, a concerted, organized agenda -concocted, planned, and contrived by the international pharmaceutical companies and organized medicine to suppress any and every alternative, non-drug therapy that WORKS. Why?

Because they want people to keep on coming back for more treatments and more drugs.

A cured patient is a lost source of income. A sick patient who is marginally "improved" is a manageable patient.

Managing patients means routine office visits and renewing of drug prescriptions. Therefore, a manageable patient is a continuing source of income; a cash cow if you will. Multiply that by a few hundred million people and you get an idea why this deceit is being put upon you. The profits from the so called "health-care" industry are staggering!

The thrust of the orthodox pharmaceutical agenda is to provide temporary relief, while never addressing the cause of the disease condition. This agenda insures regular visits to the doctor's office and requires the patient to routinely return to the pharmacy to refill his prescriptions. This is what the game is all about folks, plain and simple. Deny it or Deal with it,...Stick with it or Get Out of it! ... your choice.

Natural Healing
The patient's immune system and the immune system alone is responsible for healing and recovery from ill health. **The use of drugs and vaccines represents an assault on the immune system.** In some cases, the use of a particular drug might be a wise choice to speed healing and recovery for the patient, but the use of natural, orthomolecular therapies and substances (substances normally found in Nature) that can more effectively address the cause of the disease should be **considered first** because natural substances work in *harmony with Nature*. They aid and stimulate the body to truly cure itself, without the terrible millstone of drug side-effects.

The human body is predisposed to heal itself and to exist as a healthy, thriving organism. We inhibit that process by ingesting unhealthy foods, fouling our inner environment with toxins, and relying upon poisonous substances to treat disease conditions.

Unlike 'miracle drugs' and other 'drug breakthroughs', you will never see or hear anything from mainstream media about most of the therapies described here. The Big Three see to that, but you can still glean this information from the alternative health press, books, web sites, and at health expos. Some of these alternative therapies require high-tech equipment and specialized knowledge, but many, many others can be done at home without third party intervention or supervision. It's amazing, but true, that **many of the most effective healing therapies** (even for grave, life-threatening disease conditions) are **simple things that you can do for yourself at home**. You simply have to **educate yourself and take responsibility** for your own health.

The following is a brief overview of some alternative therapies that have demonstrated themselves to be effective and readily obtainable, usually at a low to modest cost. This list is far from complete. As time permits, the description and scope of these and other therapies will be added to, and expanded upon.

**Oxygen Therapies**

**Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)**

Oxygen therapies encompass more than the application of regular oxygen (O2), although regular oxygen can speed and assist healing; especially when used in higher-than-normal concentrations and under pressure, such as used in **Hyperbaric Oxygen Chambers**. Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT) has been traditionally used for rapid detoxification in acute situations, but it also has shown to be extremely efficacious for new **stroke victims**. It has been found that almost all of the usual conditions (paralysis, slurred/ no speech, etc.) associated with a stroke can be **minimized or eliminated entirely** by subjecting the patient to a hyperbaric oxygen treatment within the first 36 hours of a stroke. The quicker the patient can be treated from the onset of the stroke, the better the results. Even cases started a few days or even weeks after a stroke have shown remarkable results. HBOT has also proven helpful in cases involving other forms of brain damage as well.

**Singlet Oxygen Therapies**

Oxygen atoms can be configured into certain quasi-stable arrangements that will allow a single oxygen atom to be released. This atom is called a singlet oxygen (O1) . For therapeutic purposes, single atoms of oxygen can be released from hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) which breaks down to water (H2O) and a
singlet oxygen (O₁), and also from ozone (O₃), which reduces to oxygen (O₂) and a singlet oxygen. When a singlet oxygen atom is released within the body, it is highly reactive and will oxidize (reduce or break down) the molecular structure of undesirable and harmful organisms (bacteria, foreign proteins, etc.) and diseased tissue (e.g. cancer cells). This high-energy form of oxygen (O₁) possesses a greatly enhanced healing capacity than that exhibited by regular oxygen (O₂).

Hydrogen Peroxide

A bottle of 3½ % Hydrogen Peroxide is available in any pharmacy for under a dollar and can be used daily to keep the mouth and gums germ-free (always use full strength and try to retain in the mouth as long as possible). It should also be conscientiously applied to disinfect any type of oral infection, cut, sore, or wound that one may encounter. For external use, the drug store variety of hydrogen peroxide is OK, but it does have some low levels of contaminants in it. For internal use, it's wiser to use Food-grade hydrogen peroxide. You can make your own 3½ % hydrogen peroxide by diluting 35% food-grade hydrogen peroxide by a ratio of 10:1 with distilled water. However, that should not stop you from using pharmacy-grade hydrogen peroxide externally- if you are in normal health. People trying to recover from serious diseases such as AIDS or cancer need to be more concerned about ingesting contaminants. 35% Food-Grade Hydrogen Peroxide is available at many farm supply outlets and by mail order. Since it's more concentrated, 35% hydrogen peroxide can produce spectacular results when intelligently applied. Hydrogen peroxide can also be applied either internally as injections (directly into a cancerous tumor for example) or intravenously into the blood stream. If properly diluted, hydrogen peroxide can also be ingested.

Medical Cartel Sponsored 'Studies'

Of course, you have to know what you're doing. At higher concentrations, H₂O₂ is powerful and can burn tissue, but look to the alternative health press for information from practitioners who are actually using this therapy. Don't expect an honest assessment from the allopathic crowd. Like most cheap, un-patentable natural solutions, the pharmaceutical/organized medicine cartel will try to frighten you off from using these therapies with scares stories of exaggerated dangers, omission of relevant data, and insertion of misleading statements.

For example, they will point to rat studies that show increased stomach cancers from ingesting H₂O₂. By promoting this 'study', the cartel wants you to draw the conclusion that you will get stomach cancer from ingesting hydrogen peroxide without actually saying it. No additional details such as the concentration of the peroxide administered, frequency of dosage, quantity given vis a vis body weight etc., are provided about the 'study' in these press reports-only the bottom line conclusion:

Of course, most knowledgeable researchers know that rat studies don't equate to people studies. Rat studies, in fact, have an extremely limited range of applicability for purposes of human extrapolation. In addition, most studies are funded by pharmaceuticals or government agencies and they have an agenda that has nothing to do with sincere scientific inquiry. Ralph Moss and Linus Pauling are two individuals who come to mind who looked at different cartel sponsored 'studies' and clearly demonstrated that the Big Boys can and will skew a 'study' in any direction they wish it to go. Scientific honesty among cartel sponsored investigative groups is a myth. All medical schools, teaching universities, and government health organizations such as the National Institute of Health (NIH), National Cancer Institute, National Academy of Science, etc., etc. are all under the cartel's propaganda umbrella.
Ozone

Ozone (O₃) is composed of three atoms of oxygen lightly bound together. One of those atoms can easily break away and form regular oxygen (O₂) and a singlet oxygen atom (O₁). Through oxidation, the singlet oxygen atom is capable of producing amazing healing results. Ozone can be produced with a hot or "cold" spark, with ultraviolet light, or with a method invented by Nikola Tesla called cold plasma ozone production. The cold plasma method produces much larger quantities of ozone and is the preferred means of production for therapeutic purposes. Larger, cold plasma ozone machines can only be legally purchased outside of the United States, but there are underground 'suitcase' size units being manufactured clandestinely in the U.S.. Smaller cold plasma ozone generators, however, are legally available in the U.S. as water purifiers (send e-mail <Ken Adachi, Editor> for more info).

All cold plasma ozone generators can easily produce high quality Ozonated Water, which can be ingested as often as desired. The effects of drinking ozonated water on a regular basis can be very healthful. People with serious disease conditions will notice more-pronounced effects in a shorter space of time than those who are in good health, but the benefits of ozonated water are realized by all who use it, whether you have a serious health concern or not. The ozone from the ozonated water passes into the bloodstream via the stomach/small intestines and provides the benefits of ozone without the need for expensive equipment. Some people notice a very slight sensation of light headedness the first time they drink ozone water. It's temporary and usually only happens the first time- if at all. The reaction is due to slightly more oxygen reaching the brain than normal. Ingested daily, ozone water will progressively send ozone into deeper tissues of the body, oxidizing non-organic drug residues and hidden, dormant pathogens. You might be surprised to learn that the virus that gave you chicken pox as a child or herpes as a young adult is still hidden deep within the body such as in the nerve ganglion at the base of the spine. Your immune system developed antibodies which normally hold these residual bugs in check, but that doesn't mean that the bugs are gone, as any person who suffers recurrent bouts of herpes will attest. But if you hit them long enough and hard enough with ozone (or certain other alternative therapies), they will be gone-for good.

Another useful product that can be applied topically is called Ozonated Olive Oil. It is made by bubbling ozone through olive oil for a considerable period of time (weeks) until the olive oil eventually becomes saturated with the ozone molecules and becomes much thicker. Afterwards, the product can be applied as a balm to infected areas and will often greatly promote and/or speed healing.

Methods of Ozone Application

Medically, ozone can be applied in different ways. One of the oldest methods, used in Germany for over 60 years, is called Autohemotherapy. This technique involves removing about a pint of blood, ozonating it, and return it intravenously to the patient. It works, but it's rather limited in the amount of ozone applied.

Another method has the patient hooked up to a dialysis type machine with blood coming out one arm, going through the machine for ozonation, and returned via tubes hooked up to the other arm. You get a lot more ozone into the body with this technique, but the pumping mechanisms used to push the blood around can damage the membranes of the red blood cells somewhat.

A third technique is called Ozone Injection. Like its name implies, the ozone is carefully and slowly injected into the patient. Ozone, remember, is composed of oxygen atoms. Oxygen dissolves into the
blood; it does not form bubbles in the bloodstream like air, which is composed of oxygen and 80% nitrogen. Many ozone specialist prefer this later method, but each of these ozone techniques have their advocates.

**Bio-electro Medicine**

There are a number of devices that use specialized electric fields to alter the function or condition of targeted tissue, organisms, or cells within the body. These electric fields can be programmed to promote the healing of healthy tissue or inhibit the growth of undesired organisms. Where there are electric fields, there are also magnetic fields, usually rotated at 90 degrees to each other. The interplay of the electric and magnetic fields play a role in this therapy, but the frequency, the shape of the wave, the duration and polarity of the pulse, etc., all play into the mix and can make the difference between success or failure depending on the care and attention given to these parameters.

This is not necessarily a new technology. At the turn of the 19th century, **Nikola Tesla** patented many Electro-inventions that demonstrated incredible health-promoting attributes; some of them based on the use of his high frequency, high voltage DC pulse generator circuits which produced a new ether-derived form of energy called **Radiant Energy**. Tesla had even patented a highly efficient cold plasma ozone generator by 1893.

**Dr. Royal Rife**

In the late 20's and early 1930's, **Dr. Royal Raymond Rife** from San Diego, California, developed a high powered microscope which he used in conjunction with a frequency generator. Using special UV light, Rife's microscope was capable of 60,000x magnification! This degree of magnification allowed him to observe LIVE virus and bacteria organisms while he applied the **MOR** (Mortal Oscillatory Resonance) frequency from his frequency generator via plasma tube radiation of the energy. He was able to destroy all manner of disease organisms (including cancer related organisms) by merely 'tuning' the generator to the correct resonant frequency of these organisms and applying the oscillating electric fields via the plasma driven, "Beam Ray Tube". Everything in the universe, living or dead, and its own resonant frequency. If you apply this exact resonant frequency to the object or organism, it will begin vibrating until it literally shatters itself. You've all seen the wine glass and the opera singer demonstration. Same deal for microbes.

60,000x magnifications is an unheard of degree of magnification in a light microscope, even by today's technical standards. Today's electron microscope can deliver high magnification, but it can only view DEAD organisms. The ability to view micro organisms in a LIVING state is of great importance to diagnostic and therapeutic goals. This is an extremely important point to understand.

Rife's microscope played no role in the actual destruction of the pathogenic organisms, but it allowed him to view the effects of the electric fields from the Beam Ray Tube upon the organism itself. As Rife adjusted and tuned his frequency generator to the correct frequency, he was able to observe the disintegration of the bacteria, parasite, or virii under the influence of the resonant electro-magnetic fields exerted by the Beam Ray Tube.
At first, Rife's enormous accomplishments were ballyhooed in the press. He was feted and hosted by the local medical elites of the day who were hoping to climb onto the Glory Bandwagon with him and get their mug published in the newspaper as a supporter and cohort of the "man who could finally end cancer". But the Big Boys finally caught up with him. I'm referring to the string pullers in organized medicine and the pharmaceutical industry. Needless to say, once word of Rife's success began to spread too wide, he was quickly 'neutralized' by organized medicine and demoralized into obscurity (unending court litigation, charges of quakery, intimidation of financial supporters, the burning down of laboratories, etc...the "usual" routine). His principle persecutor was the head of the American Medical Association and chief editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association. His name was Dr. Morris Fishbein and he never treated a patient in his life. He was motivated more by an unmitigated lust for greed and power, and less by a desire to save lives. Failing to convince Rife to sell him the exclusive rights to his technique and therapy, Fishbein set out to crush Rife with a vengeance. The outrageous injustices against Rife by Fishbein and the medical establishment are explained in great depth in a book by Barry Lynes called The Cancer Cure That Worked.

Fortunately, we have physicist Gary Wade, a specialist in Rife technology, available to readers of this web site. He will explain to you exactly how Rife achieved his amazing results and how YOU can learn how to apply Rife's hard earned technology yourself. You should waste no time in examining Gary's extraordinary and generously shared insights in Rife technology. Some of the best books about Rife were written by Barry Lynes (E.g. The Cancer Cure That Worked). Dr James Bare of Albuquerque, New Mexico has also published a manual and video on how to build your own Rife device ( http://www.rt66.com/~rifetech/ ). See this special page devoted to Royal Rife links that will bring you to many excellent web sites talking about Rife and his work (http://educate-yourself.org/cancer/rifelinks.shtml).

Geroges Lakhovsky
Another brilliant observer and thinker was the Russian-born engineer, Georges Lakhovsky. Lakhovsky theorized that the genetic filaments stands within the nucleus of a living cell acted as a coil and exhibited all the properties properties required of an oscillator; namely: inductance, capacitance, and resistance. Lakhovsky postulated that all living cells, including disease organisms, could act as both an emitter and receiver of very high frequency oscillations.

According to his theory, a state of health or disease was dependent on whether the oscillations from healthy cells were maintained (a state of equilibrium) or were overtaken by the oscillations of disease-causing cells (disequilibrium). He found that he could boost the oscillatory level of weakened cells and overcome disease by attaching a simple coil-shaped 'antennae' to the affected area and leaving it in place. Lakhovsky referred to these antennae as oscillating circuits and they were worn by people as collars, belts, or bracelets. He claimed that his 'antennae' captured and focused sympathetic waves from the cosmos (cosmic waves) which resonated with harmonics of the fundamental frequency at which the weakened cell oscillated.

Whenever additional oscillating energy (from cosmic waves), of the same frequency or harmonics of that frequency, are introduced into an oscillating circuit (the nucleus of the cell), the oscillations within that cell will be strengthened through a phenomena of physics called resonance. According to Lakhovsky, the now-strengthened oscillations emanating from the formerly weakened human cell could now overtake the
oscillations of the disease-causing organisms and cause them to diminish in strength and subsequently die off.

Lakhovsky conducted an experiment with plants in 1924 to establish the validity of his theory. He inoculated ten potted geranium plants with a plant disease that causes cancerous tumors. Coiled around the stem of one of the geraniums, he affixed an open ended coil of thick copper wire about 30 cm in diameter. It was held in place by an ebonite stake stuck into the pot. While the other nine inoculated geraniums quickly succumbed to the cancerous disease, the one geranium with the attached coil (the 'antennae') sloughed off the cancerous growth and thrived into a robust and healthy plant. Lakhovsky had similar success when these antennae coils (the 'oscillating circuits' mentioned above) were used with people and animals. He later expanded his research with the development of the Multi-Wave Oscillator (explained below).

Lakhovsky's Multi-Wave Oscillator (MWO)

Georges Lakhovsky published an extremely important book into French, German, Italian, and Spanish in the 1920's called The Secret of Life. Unfortunately, it wasn't available in English until September, 1939—at the very outbreak of World War II. Occupied with the emerging drama of World War II, the book went unnoticed and unreviewed. Thanks to Dr Bob Beck, however, many researchers are today re-discovering Lakhovsky's astounding Multi-Wave Oscillator. This instrument manufactures a broad range of high frequency pulsed signals that radiate energy into patient via two resonators: one resonator acting as a transmitter and the other as a receiver. The patient sits on a wooden stool in between the two resonators and is exposed to these energies for about 15 minutes. These energies increase the resonance of healthy cells and create disequilibrium in disease organisms. His clinical results created a lot of excitement in Europe where his reputation quickly spread. You can read more about the MWO on the Georges Lakovsky page. Interested readers can obtain a reprint of Lakhovsky's The Secret of Life and The Waves That Heal by Mark Clement from Educate-Yourself (see the Products page).

Bob Beck Rescues Lakhovsky's MWO from Obscurity

In the early 60’s, Dr Bob Beck found an original Lakhovsky Multi-Wave Oscillator in the basement of a well known southern California hospital. He took it apart and described exactly how it was built in a series of articles published by Borderlands in 1963. After Beck's articles were published, a number of builders began to assemble MWO's and the word started to spread.

Two MWO builders who lived on the west coast, using the information contained in Beck articles, began making and selling a lot of Multi Wave Oscillators. Apparently they worked fairly well because the FDA got word of the MWO's growing popularity and told Beck to come to Washington. Beck and the two builders were told to lay off promoting the MWO and stop building them. They were told in no uncertain terms to cease and desist immediately ...or else.

Beck and one of the MWO builders, Ed Skillings, complied, but the second builder, Ralph Bergstresser, was determined to keep going, so he actually formed a church dedicated to the worship of the MWO. Yes, you read that correctly. And, for a couple of years at least, his 'parishioners' were able to come to church, sit around the MWO-perched high atop an altar, with resonator antennas glowing - and received the 'blessed waves' from the Sacred Oscillator. It helped a lot of church goers, until the 'pastor' was finally thrown into the slammer by the Feds and had his modern version of the Ark of the Covenant.
hauled away. He got out after a couple of years, but still went on building MWO's anyway, distributing them through underground sources. Many present day owners of properly working MWO's are either using units built by or copies of the "pastor's" work (now why isn't there an Oscar category reserved for a guy like that?).

Blood-Electrification

In recent years, different electro-medicine units have been promoted at health expos and through magazine articles, interviews, books, etc.. One of the more interesting devices is the blood electrifier of Dr Bob Beck. I've seen laboratory reports and Institutional Review Board studies that seem to clearly support claims made by Dr Bob Beck that his blood electrification device has caused 'complete spontaneous remission' in literally thousands of AIDS patients, cancer patients, and chronic fatigue sufferers among others. Dr Beck discovered the possibilities offered by blood electrification after reading a short article in 1991 in a journal called Science News.

The Discovery

In the Fall of 1990, two researchers, Drs William Lyman and Steven Kaali, working at Albert Einstein Medical College in New York City made an important discovery. They found that they could inactivate the HIV virus by applying a low voltage direct current electrical potential with an extremely small current flow to AIDS infected blood in a test tube. Initially, they discovered this in the lab by inserting two platinum electrodes into a glass tube filled with HIV-1 (type 1) infected blood. They applied a direct current to the electrodes and found that a current flow in the range of 50-100 microamperes (uA) produced the most effective results. Practically all of the HIV viral particles were adversely affected while normal blood cells remained unharmed. The viral particles were not directly destroyed by the electric current, but rather the outer protein coating of the virus was affected in such a way as to prevent the virus from producing reverse transcriptase, a necessary enzyme needed by the virus to invade human cells. Reverse transcriptase allows the virus to enter a human T cell line (called CEM-SS) and commandeer the DNA reproduction machinery. After using the host cell to reproduce itself into thousands of new virii, the swollen host cell (now called syncytia or giant cell) will burst and spew the contents into the bloodstream or lymph system. This is how the virus spreads, but lacking reverse transcriptase, the HIV virus can't invade the host cell and it becomes vulnerable to destruction by the body's immune system. (The details of this experiment can be read from Kaali's patent application.)

Getting the Word Out?

A brief announcement of this discovery appeared in The Houston Post (Mar 20, 1991), then in Science News (Mar. 30, 1991 pg. 207) and later in Longevity magazine: (Dec. 1992 pg. 14). Following their work in the Fall of 1990, Kaali and Lyman presented their findings at the First International Symposium on Combination Therapies (an AIDS conference) in Washington DC on March 14th, 1991. Kaali outlined two methods for treating an AIDS patient with this new therapy: One method involved removing a small amount of blood, electrifying it and then returning it to the patient's body. The second method involved sewing a miniature electrifying power supply along with two tiny electrodes directly into the lumen of an artery. For long term treatment, the mini electrifying unit needed to be removed and relocated to a new artery site after 30-45 days since scar tissue and calcification forming around the implant unit would lead to artery blockage. Kaali (along with co-inventor Peter Schwolsky) filed for a patent on this implantable electrifying device on Nov 16, 1990 and nine months later was granted patent #5,139,684 on August 18,
1992. It's interesting to note two things here:

1. In order to obtain a patent from the United States Patent Office, Kaali and Schwolsky had to prove that the device works as claimed. Lacking solid proof, patents are simply not granted.

2. Very often it takes years to obtain a patent, yet this patent was granted in only nine months; a further indication to me of the strength their proven claims.

It's also interesting to note that other than the 3 publications mentioned above and the March '91 AIDS conference, nothing again appeared in print, radio, or TV about this important discovery as a potential treatment and cure for AIDS from Kaali and company. Most knowledgeable observers feel that Kaali and Lyman's discovery was intentionally suppressed following the March '91 AIDS conference presentation. If AIDS research was on the level and not the sham that it actually is, this should have made front page news around the world. By the way, in July (2000), a woman with Mycoplasma Incognitus (Gulf War Illness) e mailed me and told me (after reading this story) that she had called Albert Einstein College and spoke directly with Dr William Lyman, one of the co-discoverers of blood electrification. She wanted to know how effective he thought blood electrification would work against mycoplasma. Lyman told her that he had no idea what she was talking about. He denied knowing anything about blood electrification and couldn't give her any information about it at all. Such is the vice grip power of the medical cartel.

Enter Dr Bob Beck
A man named Professor Walter Schnitder drew Dr Robert C. Beck's attention to the above mentioned item in Science News. Beck looked up the patent and decided to try and duplicate the therapy, but he wanted to do it non-invasively; that is by applying the electric current from outside the body. Now if you apply a direct current (DC) potential to the skin, you're going to get an electrolysis effect and that can cause problems, so Beck designed a circuit that varied the voltage with an alternating current (AC) at a very low frequency and avoided the electrolysis problem. The waveform that Beck chose is not the typical sine wave seen in AC household outlets, but rather is a bi-phasic square wave. Square waves generate a large number of harmonics. Harmonics are frequency multibles of the original frequency. For example, a 4 Hertz (hz) square wave can produce harmonics (with the right equipment) of 8 hz, 16 hz, 32 hz, etc. right up into the radio frequency range. Beck finally settled on 3.92 hz as the ideal base frequency and assembled a schematic of the simple square wave oscillator, including a complete parts list. He used short, one inch lengths of stainless steel welding rods with attached wires for electrodes and started to experiment on himself.

Gradually, he began feeling stronger, had more energy and started losing his excessive weight (he was over 300 lbs at the time). After a 7 or 8 months, his weight was down to 150 lbs and he felt better than ever. He went on the lecture circuit, talked for free, and gave the schematic and related construction/protocol information away without charge. AIDS patients, particularly, experienced dramatic reversals of their deteriorating conditions using the blood electrifier, but the unit seemed to help many other conditions as well, whether autoimmune, viral, or bacterial in origin. (more information about Beck's papers and protocols can be obtained by contacting the Editor)

Pulsed, Electro-Magnetic Therapy
Pulsed- low, mid, and high frequency AC signals, when applied to the body, can produce therapeutic electric/ magnetic fields. Properly configured, they can also produce scalar waves. The special attributes
of scalar waves were first described mathematically by James Clerk Maxwell in 1873, and later by Nikola Tesla. A certain type of pulsed electro-magnetic field, with their attendant scalar waves, seems to stimulate re-growth and regeneration in injured tissue. Covalent waves (conventional sine waves) do not have the same effect. Dr Robert O. Becker, M.D., discusses this phenomena in two of his recent books that deal with electro-medicine: The Body Electric (1985) and Cross Currents (1990).

Nutritional Therapies

"You are what you eat! ". Did your mother ever tell you that? Well, mine did, but I didn't appreciate the wisdom of those words until I approached middle age. Today, I realize that the biggest impediment to enjoying a truly robust state of health is the Standard American Diet (aptly abbreviated, SAD). While we could spend a lot of time on details, a short version of the SAD diet can be summarized as follows: Refined and processed foods can ruin your health and lower your immunity, setting you up for disease conditions.

In order to obtain a higher level of immunity and improved health, it's necessary to stop eating processed, refined foods and start eating whole, unprocessed raw-as-possible vegetables, beans, grains, nuts, sea plants (seaweed), a small amount of fish life if you want animal protein, and lots of pure, clean water.

Change Gradually

If you try to change everything about your diet all at once, you won't stick with it. Go slow. Change one item at a time and get accustomed to the healthier alternative before tackling another.

Start with soft drinks (or soda). All soft drinks are simply ruinous to your health. Coke, 7-Up, Pepsi, Sprite, Dr Pepper, etc. It’s ALL GARBAGE and it’s RUINING YOUR HEALTH. Read the ingredients on the side of a can of soda. It will usually list 17-24 grams of sugar. That's the equivalent of 6-10 teaspoons of sugar with each and every 12 oz can that you're guzzling down. When you ingest refined sugar, you lower your body's immunity for FOUR HOURS. If you're drinking soft drinks here and there throughout the day, then you're keeping your immunity suppressed all day long. People with suppressed immunity seem to easily pick up every bug that's going around. Have you ever noticed that little connection in people (especially teenagers) who drink sodas all day long?

Another problem with soft drinks is the tremendous amount of PHOSPHOROUS that's contained in them. Large amounts of phosphorous are bad news for the body because they combine with other minerals (like Calcium) and tie them up for eventual excretion. Now calcium is a mineral that your body DOES NEED in large amounts in your bloodstream for daily use. If your soft drink is yanking the calcium out of your blood stream, where does the body get the calcium it needs for everyday jobs? Why, it gets it from your teeth and bones!

Women who are worried about osteoporosis would be way ahead of the game by avoiding soft drinks (and excess animal protein), instead of going broke buying calcium supplements at the health food store (which are mostly exiting out the other end anyway).

Replace the soft drinks with WATER. It usually takes a couple of days to break a sugar addiction (oh, you never thought of YOU as being addicted to anything? Well, answer me this: Do you have a CRAVING for soft drinks when you don't have them? If you do, then you are definitely addicted).
Satisfy your desire for sugar by eating sweet fruit (like bananas) during the adjustment period. Eventually you will come to love drinking water, especially ozonated water. The more you drink, the better you’ll feel. Try it.

The Budwig Diet

Germany’s 90 year old Dr Joanna Budwig, nominated 6 times for the Nobel Prize, has made the most remarkable discovery of them all! After 30 years of research, she has found that 2 simple food items: 1. Flax Seed Oil (cold-pressed, unprocessed) and 2. Low Fat Cottage Cheese will CURE or prevent many forms of cancers and a long list of other degenerative disease including cardiovascular diseases and skin diseases! Unprocessed flax seed oil provides 2 essential fatty acids seriously deficient in the standard American diet: Linolenic and Linoleic acids. These two unsaturated fatty acids have 3 high-energy double bonds (pi-electrons) in their outer electron shells. These fatty acids affect the membranes of animal cells and permit a thousand-fold increase in oxygen transport and assimilation! By substantially increasing the oxidation potential within the cell, Dr Budwig proved what her German predecessor, Dr Otto Warburg, had discovered 30 years earlier: cancer cells cannot survive in an oxygen-rich environment. With sulfur-rich protein and calcium provided by the cottage cheese, all the elements are in place for membrane repair and increased energy transfer. A 2001 news item posted on the Internet from Duke University caught my attention (and ire) claiming to be hot on the trail of a ‘new’ discovery concerning the anticancer benefits of flax seed oil. I contacted the editor and set him straight on a few historical facts. To recover from cancer, the Budwig Diet needs to be taken in conjunction with a strict, health-promoting diet free of processed, devitalized foods (see the Gerson Therapy below).

Pharmaceutical Terrorism

The Backbone of Modern Medicine
From Mark Sircus Ac., OMD
Email: sircus@worldpsychology.net

Real strength comes from understanding history. When it comes to medicine and vaccines it is important to free our minds from the overriding conditioning that has been printed onto our brains like circuit boards. What we will find in history takes us right into the present, into a nightmare of unprecedented proportions, into the face of darkness that the world has tasted and forgotten, only to be hit again with on a scale that encircles the globe. When it comes to medicine we all look to the FDA and the CDC, the AMA and the APA for comfort and trust that what we eat, take as medicine, and give to our children in the form of vaccines is safe. It is to these people and organizations that we give our trust and blind faith. It has long been known, and is on official federal records and testimony that many of the people in these organizations shuffle back and forth or own stock in one or more of the major pharmaceutical firms who all share similar philosophies and practices. Many have been part of huge conglomerates that were broken up after WWII. Did you know that?

The people who bring you your Bayer Aspirin are the same folks who built and ran the Auschwitz Concentration Camp.
Auschwitz was the largest mass extermination factory in human history. Few people know that Auschwitz was a 100% subsidiary of IG Farben which now lives on as the Bayer Aspirin company. On April 14, 1941, in Ludwigshafen, Otto Armbrust, the IG Farben board member responsible for the Auschwitz project, stated to his IG Farben board colleagues, "our new friendship with the SS is a blessing. We have determined all measures integrating the concentration camps to benefit our company." The pharmaceutical departments of the IG Farben cartel used the victims of the concentration camps in their own way: thousands of them died during human experiments such as the testing of new vaccines.

Bayer experimental drugs were tested on Auschwitz prisoners. One of the SS doctors at Auschwitz, Dr. Helmut Vetter, a longtime Bayer employee, was involved in the testing of Bayer experimental vaccines and medicines on inmates. He was later executed for giving inmates fatal injections. "I have thrown myself into my work wholeheartedly," he wrote to his bosses at Bayer headquarters. "Especially as I have the opportunity to test our new preparations. I feel like I am in paradise."

The pharmaceutical and chemical giant I.G. Farben attempted to shake its abominable image through corporate restructuring and renaming after World War II and they succeeded beyond their wildest imagination. So great has been their success that the public has no idea that many of the men who were responsible for the worst atrocities known to mankind were able to carry on their work despite the demise of the Nazi regime. The story of pharmaceutical terrorism is the story of such men, which are the same men who are most responsible for creating the modern medical paradigm that, relies almost exclusively on drugs of highly toxic and poisonous natures. These men were in control of the large chemical and pharmaceutical companies well before Hitler reached puberty and were around well after his death.

"I've never met a drug yet, including aspirin, that didn't have some side effects."

Dr. Arthur Caplan

The Nuremberg War Criminal Tribunal convicted 24 IG Farben board members and executives on the basis of mass murder, slavery and other crimes against humanity. Amazingly however, by 1951 all of them had already been released, continuing to consult with German corporations. The Nuremberg Tribunal dissolved the IG Farben into Bayer, Hoechst, and BASF. Today each of the three daughters of the IG Farben is 20 times as big as the IG Farben mother was at its height in 1944, the last year of the Second World War. More importantly, for almost three decades after the Second World War, BASF, Bayer and Hoechst (now Aventis) each filled its highest position, chairman of the board, with former members of the Nazi regime.

By accepted legal standards, the Bayer Company of today is, in fact, the Bayer of World War II. As such it is being sued by survivors of medical experiments such as Eva Kor who, with her sister, survived the most terrible experiences at the hand of one of the most terrible medical monsters who ever lived, Dr. Josef Mengele at Auschwitz

In 1998, the pharmaceutical giant, Bayer, conducted pesticide experiments on humans in what was called the Inveresk trials. Three years later the company behind the tests stands accused of breaking the Nuremberg Code. The Sunday Herald in England reported that subjects were given a single dose of a substance called azinphos-methyl (AM) and then observed for seven days. This is just the tip of the iceberg that shows the kinds of attitudes that have always been a part of pharmaceutical companies like Lilly which lied about the safety of thimerosal in the 1930’s and then proceeded to put its mercury based compound 'almost' secretly into vaccines and many other medical products for decades without interference from the FDA.
Nazi doctors and scientists at Auschwitz were called the "ultimate biological warriors," by Dr. Robert Jay Lifton for their acts of carrying out Nazism's extreme racial eugenics.

The tradition lives on, and many of the techniques are the same. All of this is important when looking for medical truth and sanity because it is exactly that which was abandoned by the pharmaceutical and chemical giants in the beginning of the 20th century. It is a historic fact that it was the Rockefeller-Farben industrial complexes that were instrumental in fostering chemical-based drug treatment as the basis for health care, and true to form they have been the dominant adversaries against safer non-drug treatments. When John D. Rockefeller interlocked his American-based, international empire with that of I.G. Farben in 1928 "there was created the largest and most powerful cartel the world has ever known. Not only has that cartel survived through the years, it has grown and prospered. Today it plays a major role in both the science and politics of cancer therapy," wrote G. Edward Griffin in a World Without Cancer and The Politics of Cancer Therapy.

A major reason why health care is in such a shambles is that the medical establishment has allowed itself to be bought off by the pharmaceutical industry, whose prime motive is profit.

Eustace Mullins described very well the roots of this nightmare and how John D. Rockefeller, with the help of the American Medical Association and government officials, gained control of America's "health" care industry in the early part of this century. "Educating" medical students was instrumental in their plan, Mullins writes: "Rockefeller's Education Board has spent more than $100 million to gain control of the nation's medical schools and turn our physicians to physicians of the allopathic school, dedicated to surgery and the heavy use of drugs."

Heroin, originally created by I.G. Farben, is outlawed in 1924 as a prescription drug in the United States.

Many are the horror stories that have come from this insanity. Forty years ago, for instance, the world was shocked by the thalidomide tragedy — when regulatory agencies in many countries approved a drug that caused damage to the fetus in early pregnancy. About 8,000 mothers worldwide who used the drug as a sleeping pill or as a remedy for morning sickness during the late 1950s and early 1960s gave birth to children with flipper-like arms and legs, missing fingers and toes and/or organs in the wrong places. The drug was ultimately banned in 1962. This was a high profile situation that has been repeated time and time again in more subtle ways with many other drugs and vaccines which are sold to us as safe but hold hidden horrors that we just do not want to see.

Mandatory vaccine programs are "A violation of the Nuremberg Code in that they force individuals to have medical treatment against their will, or to participate in the functional equivalent of a vast experiment without fully informed consent."

Jane Orient, M.D.

Modern psychology has completely failed the human race for it has excluded from the roles of the criminally insane the psychological profiles of a group of men who control the chemical and pharmaceutical industries, men who take it as their duty and destiny to slowly torture and kill uncounted millions of other humans through slow, and sometimes quick chemical poisoning. History will one day show that the people at the top, and probably in the middle of these organizations are the greatest criminals that humanity has ever known for it will be recorded that they have been responsible for the murder and deliberate poisoning and death of uncounted millions of people including, incredibly, newborn infants. This might seem like the most fantastic of fantastic statements you have ever read but when you put together the whole picture we come to see that the principle organizations involved with medicine and public health subscribe to the same philosophies of the same people and organizations
involved in the extermination of millions of people. The science and philosophy of the CDC and the FDA is that poisons are safe and suitable for mass consumption and the AMA and the APA back them up to the hilt. People are gullible and have a natural tendency to believe government approved products are safe. The people who should be locked in prison for eternity are the people who now demand proofs that known poisons are hazardous to you or your children’s health.

The general nature of 'evil' is to not have consciousness of the effect that our actions have on the worlds of others. Thus ignorance and evil are really the same thing.

The pharmaceutical companies live very comfortably behind the high walls of self-images that they have deliberately created to deceive us. They portray themselves in the light of Louis Pasteur, Robert Koch and other pioneers in medicine successfully hiding the truth of who they really are. They claim to be interested in the eradication of diseases in order to serve humanity when the truth is they deliberately create disease to expand their markets and profits. "The pharmaceutical industry does not act in the tradition of the protector of humanity, but in the tradition of IG Farben, a group of organized criminals willing to sacrifice countless human lives in order to maintain their profits" says Dr. Rath who has filed a case against them at the world court at the Hague. Many are the examples but one of the most outstanding ones is the story found with aspartame. Aspartame has been linked to a full spectrum of chronic symptoms affecting men, women and children. Aspartame is a slow-acting poison now found in over 7000 foods, beverages and medicines but is known mostly as a sweetening agent in diet drinks. Known as an excitotoxin, along with MSG, both have been linked to neuro-degenerative diseases such as Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease and Multiple Sclerosis according to neuroscientist Russel Blaylock, MD. Perhaps one of the chief problems with this substance is that internally, aspartame breaks down into its constituent amino acids and methanol, which degrades into formaldehyde. The FDA totally lost all credibility with this product, which at first refused to approve it for consumption for obvious reasons. But then the man most responsible for the mess in Iraq, Donald Rumsfeld was hired by the G.D. Searle (the original developer of aspartame) as CEO who then used political muscle instead of safety tests to force approval.

In 1995 the worldwide production of aspartame reached over 13,000 tons, and so far to date since 1981 approximately 800 million pounds have been produced and consumed.

The chief patent holder of the sweetener is the Monsanto Co., based in St. Louis. In 1967, Monsanto entered into a joint venture with I.G. Farbenfabriken, the aforementioned financial core of the Hitler regime and the key supplier of poison gas to the Nazi racial extermination program. In view of Monsanto’s Nazi, chemical warfare ties, and the fact that aspartame is a potent stand alone poison, NutraSweet is a can of worms unprecedented in the American food industry and casts an extraordinarily long shadow across the integrity of the FDA and the American Medical Association that should have screamed bloody murder over the issue. The history of the product is laden with flawed and fabricated research findings, basically a barrage of blatant lies provided by a battery of independent medical researchers, all of which were used as the basis of FDA approval. Aspartame is a deliberate poisoning of the masses.

Pharmaceutical Terrorism & The Medical Insanity of Vaccines

http://www.rawfoodinfo.com/articles/art_pharmaterror.html